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A B S T R A C T 

Modern weak-lensing observations are becoming increasingly sensitive to baryonic feedback processes which are still poorly 

understood. So far, this challenge has been faced either by imposing scale-cuts in the data or by modelling baryonic effects 
with simple, one-parameter models. In this paper, we rely on a more general, seven-parameter prescription of baryonic feedback 

effects, which is primarily motivated by observations and has been shown to agree with a plethora of hydrodynamical simulations. 
By combining weak-lensing data from the Kilo-Degree Survey (KiDS-1000) with observations of gas around galaxy clusters, 
we are able to constrain baryonic parameters and learn more about feedback and cosmology. In particular, we use cluster 
gas fractions from X-ray data and gas profiles from kinematic Sun yaev–Zeldo vich (kSZ) observations to provide evidence for 
baryonic feedback that is stronger than predicted by most hydrodynamical simulations. In terms of the matter power spectrum, 
we report a beyond-per cent effect at wave-modes above k ∼ 0.1–0.45 h Mpc −1 and a maximum suppression of 12–33 per cent 
at k ∼ 7 h Mpc −1 (68 per cent confidence lev el). Re garding the combined parameter � 8 = σ 8 ( �m 

/0.3) 0.58 , we find the known 

tension with the Planck satellite data to be reduced from 3.8 σ to 2.9 σ once baryonic effects are fully included in the analysis 
pipeline. The tension is further decreased to 2.6 σ when the weak-lensing data are combined with X-ray and kSZ observations. 
We conclude that, while baryonic feedback effects become more important in modern weak-lensing surv e ys, the y are unlikely 

to act as the main culprit for the observed � 8 -tension. 

Key words: cosmological parameters – large-scale structure of Universe. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

he standard model of cosmology [ � cold dark matter ( � CDM)]
ased on the cosmological constant � and CDM has so far shown
o be very successful in predicting cosmological observations from
any different scales and redshifts. Despite this obvious success,

he model remains unsatisfactory in the sense that the nature of its
wo main components is not truly understood. One of the main goals
f current and upcoming cosmological surv e ys is to stress-test the
 CDM model using different observational probes from various

cales and redshifts. Any appearing discrepancy between different
bservations could point towards new physics and might ultimately
ead to a better understanding of the dark sector. 

Over the last decade, low-redshift probes of the cosmological
arge-scale structure have substantially improved in accuracy. As
 result, a mild yet persistent tension has appeared between the
easured amplitudes of matter fluctuations compared to results from

he cosmic microwave background (CMB). More specifically, the
ombined cosmological parameter S 8 = σ 8 ( �m 

/0.3) 0.5 obtained by
he weak-lensing surv e ys CFHTLens (He ymans et al. 2013 ; Joudaki
t al. 2017 ), KiDS (Hildebrandt et al. 2017 ; Asgari et al. 2021 ),
ES (Troxel et al. 2018 ; Amon et al. 2022 ), and HSC (Hikage
 E-mail: aurel.schneider@uzh.ch 
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Pub
t al. 2019 ) is consistently low compared to the CMB value from
lanck (Aghanim et al. 2020a ). The tension is only at the 2–
.5 σ level, and therefore statistically not very significant, but it
ppears consistently in all weak-lensing surv e ys. Other low-redshift
bservables, such as cluster counts (Ade et al. 2016 ; Corasaniti,
ereno & Ettori 2021 ) and CMB-lensing (Aghanim et al. 2020b ;
ianchini et al. 2020 ), show similar trends, albeit at even lower

tatistical significance. 
One potential systematic that low-redshift probes such as weak

ensing, galaxy clustering, and cluster count measurements have to
eal with is baryonic feedback, i.e. gas ejection driven by energy
lasts from active galactic nuclei (AGNs). Baryonic feedback leads
o a redistribution of gas, altering the non-linear density field at
osmological scales (see e.g. Chisari et al. 2019 , for a comprehensive
e vie w). Based on the results from hydrodynamical simulations, a
uppression of the matter power spectrum of order 10 per cent at
round k ∼ 1 h Mpc −1 is expected (Semboloni et al. 2011 ; van Daalen
t al. 2011 ). Ho we v er, the e xact amplitude of the effect remains
nknown (Schneider et al. 2019 ; van Daalen, McCarthy & Schaye
020 ). 
Current weak-lensing surv e ys hav e either followed the strategy of
odelling baryonic feedback using an additional free parameter (as

.g. done by KiDS and HSC ) or ignoring data from small scales,
here feedback effects are believed to be a significant approach
ursued in the standard DES analysis papers. Both approaches rely
© 2022 The Author(s) 
lished by Oxford University Press on behalf of Royal Astronomical Society 
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n knowledge of the amplitude of feedback at different cosmological 
cales which are taken from hydrodynamical simulations. Ho we ver, 
imulations include AGN feedback as a subgrid model and cannot 
rovide predictions that are independent of of modelling choices. The 
urrent results from weak-lensing therefore carry a certain amount 
f uncertainty that is difficult to quantify. 
In this paper, we use an alternative approach to deal with the

aryonic feedback problem. Instead of relying on results from 

ydrodynamical simulations, we directly constrain baryonic effects 
sing observed gas distributions around galaxy groups and clusters. 
e thereby use the baryonification model (Schneider & Teyssier 

015 ; Schneider et al. 2019 ; Giri & Schneider 2021 ) which provides
 direct connection between halo properties (such as the gas, stellar, 
nd dark matter profiles) and the matter power spectrum (and thus
he weak-lensing signal). This allows us to perform a cosmological 
arameter inference study including weak-lensing data together with 
-ray observations from galaxy clusters as well as the kinematic 
un yaev–Zeldo vich (kSZ) signal. 
We argue this to be the first study to self-consistently include 

aryonic feedback effects into a cosmological inference analysis 
ithout relying on hydrodynamical simulations that could include 
idden biases due the implemented AGN subgrid model. On the one 
and, this approach allows us to confirm the viability of previous 
tudies regarding baryonic feedback. On the other hand, we are 
ble to investigate if direct gas observation provide evidence for 
articularly strong baryonic feedback that could alleviate the S 8 - 
ension. 

Next to the S 8 -tension, we explore the parameter constraints of the
aryonification model obtained from the KiDS weak-lensing data 
lone and from combinations of weak lensing with X-ray observa- 
ions and the kSZ ef fect. Furthermore, we deri ve the first constraints
n the baryonic suppression of the matter power spectrum, which 
nclude uncertainties from both baryonic physics and cosmology. 
hese model-independent constraints allow us to carry out a direct 
omparison to results from hydrodynamical simulations. 

The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 , we summarize
he baryonification model with a focus on its free parameters that 
ill be varied during the inference analysis. Section 3 provides an 
 v erview of the data products for the weak-lensing, the X-ray, and
he kSZ measurements. We especially show how baryonic feedback 
rocesses affect these observations. In Section 4 , we present the 
esults, showing in particular the effect of baryonic feedback on the 
 8 tension and the matter power spectrum. Section 5 finally provides 
 conclusion of the paper as well as an outlook towards upcoming
eak-lensing surv e ys. 

 BA R  Y  O N I F I C AT I O N  M O D E L  

he baryonification method relies on an approach to perturbatively 
hift simulation particles in gravity-only N -body outputs in order to 
imic the presence of gas and stars. The goal of the particle shifts is

o transform the original dark-matter-only profiles ( ρdmo ) into more 
ealistic dark-matter-baryon profiles ( ρdmb ) 

dmo → ρdmb = ρclm 

+ ρgas + ρcga , (1) 

here the latter consists of a collision-less matter ( ρclm 

), a gas
 ρgas ), and a central-galaxy component ( ρcga ). The collision-less 
atter profile is dominated by dark matter but also contains a 

tellar part from satellite galaxies. The gas and stellar profiles 
onsist of parametrized functions that are moti v ated by observations 
Schneider & Teyssier 2015 ). They are furthermore back-reacting 
n the collision-less profile in a process referred to as adiabatic
ontraction and expansion (see e.g. Teyssier et al. 2011 ). 

We refer to Schneider et al. ( 2019 ) and Giri & Schneider ( 2021 )
or a detailed description of the baryonification model. Here, we only
how some key quantities such as the gas profile 

gas ( r) ∝ 

( �b /�m 

) − f star ( M vir ) [ 
1 + 10 

(
r 

r vir 

)] β( M vir ) [ 
1 + 

(
r 

θej r vir 

)] [ δ−β( M vir )] /γ
(2) 

ith mass-dependent slope 

( M vir ) = 

3 ( M vir /M c ) 
μ

1 + ( M vir /M c ) 
μ , (3) 

here r vir and M vir are the virial radius and mass, respectively.
quation ( 2 ) describes a cored power law with a steep truncation
eyond r ej = θ ej r vir . For the largest clusters ( M vir � M c ), the slope of
he power law approaches β = 3, which means that the profile follows
n (truncated) NFW profile. This is not the case for smaller clusters
nd galaxy groups, where the slope becomes significantly shallower 
 β < 3), mimicking the effects of baryonic feedback processes. 

The stellar-to-halo fractions of the central galaxy ( f cga ) and the
otal stellar content ( f star ) are given by 

 i ( M vir ) = 

M i 

M vir 
= 0 . 055 

(
M s 

M vir 

)ηi 

(4) 

ith i = { cga, star } . Here, we assume M s = 2 × 10 11 M � h −1 as well
s ηstar ≡ η and ηcga ≡ η + ηδ . Note that equation ( 4 ) is moti v ated by
he large-scale behaviour of the fitting function from Moster, Naab &

hite ( 2013 ). 
The baryonification model summarized abo v e comes with seven 

ree model parameters, five describing the gas distribution ( M c , μ,
ej , γ , δ) and two the stellar abundances ( η, ηδ). Although it is shown

n Giri & Schneider ( 2021 ) that three parameters are sufficient to
eco v er the results from known hydrodynamical simulations, we 
ill simultaneously vary all seven parameters in this paper. This 

s a very conserv ati ve choice moti v ated by the fact that we do not
now if current simulations properly model the gas distribution at 
osmological scales. 

One of the main advantages of the baryonification model is that it
onnects the distribution of gas and stars around haloes with statistics
f the large-scale structure, such as the matter power spectrum. This
llows us to not only quantify the effects of baryonic feedback on
eak-lensing statistics, but to connect weak-lensing results with 
bservations of gas around galaxy groups and clusters. We will 
hereby focus on observations from X-ray gas fractions and gas 
rofiles measured by the kSZ effect. 
Note that for this paper, whenever we require information about the 
atter power spectrum, we will use the baryonic emulator of Giri &
chneider ( 2021 ) instead of directly applying the baryonification 
odel to N -body simulations. The baryonic emulator has been built

sing 2700 baryonified simulation outputs, randomly distributed o v er 
he full parameter space. It provides per cent accurate predictions of
he baryonic power suppression signal and is fast enough to be readily
sed for a multiparameter Bayesian analysis. 

 DATA  A N D  ANALYSI S  PIPELINE  

n this section, we discuss all data products used for the analysis. This
ncludes the weak-lensing shear spectra, the X-ray cluster fractions, 
nd the stacked gas profiles from the kSZ observations. Next to the
ata, we also present the analysis pipeline to predict the theory signal
orresponding to each observable. 
MNRAS 514, 3802–3814 (2022) 
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M

Figure 1. Angular weak-lensing shear power spectra assuming a Planck 2018 cosmology and randomly selected parameter values for the baryonification 
model (coloured lines). The baryonic parameters all lie within the prior range of the baryonic emulator (Giri & Schneider 2021 ) which provides a very 
conserv ati ve estimate for the current range of uncertainty due to baryonic feedback. The data points correspond to the band power from the KiDS -1000 data 
release (Asgari et al. 2021 ). The different panels show the auto- and cross-correlation spectra of the five different tomographic bins between z = 0 (bottom) and 
1.5 (top). 
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.1 Weak-lensing shear power spectrum 

or the weak-lensing shear power spectrum, we use observations
rom the Kilo-Degree Survey ( KiDS ) 1000 data release (Kuijken
t al. 2019 ). The data contain the band power spectrum separated into
ight logarithmically spaced data points in the range  ∼ 100–2000
nd split up in five tomographic bins in the range z = 0–1.5 (Asgari
t al. 2021 ). The full data vector is shown as black symbols in Fig. 1 .
he corresponding covariance matrix is published in Joachimi et al.
 2021 ). The square root of its diagonal values are shown as error-bars
n the data points of Fig. 1 . 
The relation between the band power ( C 

l 
ij ) and the angular power

pectrum ( C ij ) is given by 

 

l 
ij = 

1 

2 N l 

∫ ∞ 

0 
d W l (  ) C ij (  ) , (5) 

here W l (  ) are window functions for the different data-bins l =
–8. Here, we have assumed the B-mode angular power spectrum to
e exactly zero. The normalization factor is defined as 

 l = ln (  up , l ) − ln (  dn , l ) , (6) 
NRAS 514, 3802–3814 (2022) 
ith the bin-ranges designated by  up, l and  dn, l , respectively. 
The band window functions are illustrated in fig. 2 of Joachimi

t al. ( 2021 ). The same reference also pro vides the e xact functional
orm of each windo w. Qualitati vely, all band windo ws abo v e  ∼ 500
esemble tophat filters, while for smaller multipole-values, they are
loser to Gaussian filters. In practice, using band powers instead of
he angular power spectrum for the theory pipeline only has a very

inor effect on the resulting parameter contours. 
The angular power spectrum for the auto and cross-correlation is

btained using the Limber approximation 

 ij (  ) = 

∫ χH 

0 

g i ( χ ) g j ( χ ) 

χ2 
P full −physics 

(
 

χ
, z( χ ) 

)
d χ, (7) 

ith the co-moving distance χ going from 0 to the horizon χH . The
ower spectrum P full-physics ( k , z) is given by 

 full −physics = SP gravity −only , (8) 

here P gravity-only is obtained using the revised halofit predictor from
akahashi et al. ( 2012 ) and the multiplicative baryonic suppression
actor S( k, z) is calculated with the baryonic emulator from Giri &
chneider ( 2021 ). Note that S depends on cosmology via the cosmic

art/stac1493_f1.eps
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Table 1. List of MCMC parameters separated into cosmological, intrinsic 
alignment, baryonic, hydrostatic bias, and kSZ halo mass parameters (top 
to bottom). We use a Gaussian prior for b hse and flat priors for all other 
parameters. 

Parameter name Acronym Prior range 

Matter abundance �m 

[0.1, 0.6] 
Baryon abundance �b [0.04, 0.06] 
Clustering amplitude σ 8 [0.3, 1.3] 
Hubble parameter H 0 [0.64, 0.82] 
Spectral index n s [0.84, 1.10] 

Intrinsic alignment parameter A IA [0, 2] 

First gas parameter (equation 2 ) log 10 M c [11, 15] 
Second gas parameter (equation 2 ) μ [0, 2] 
Third gas parameter (equation 2 ) θ ej [2, 8] 
Fourth gas parameter (equation 2 ) γ [1, 4] 
Fifth gas parameter (equation 2 ) δ [3, 11] 
First stellar parameter (equation 4 ) η [0.05, 0.4] 
Second stellar parameter (equation 4 ) ηδ [0.05, 0.4] 

Hydrostatic mass bias (equation 10 ) b hse 0.26 ± 0.07 

Total halo mass (for kSZ profiles) M 200 [1e13, 4e13] 
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aryon fraction f b ≡ �b / �M 

, which is emulated together with the 
even parameters of the baryonification model. 1 

The lensing weights are given by 

 i ( χ ) = 

3 �m 

2 

(
H 0 

c 

)2 

χ (1 + z ) 
∫ χH 

χ( z) 
n i ( z ) 

χ ( z ′ ) − χ ( z) 

χ ( z ′ ) 
d z ′ , (9) 

here n i ( z) is the galaxy distribution at redshift bin i . The galaxy
edshift distributions are obtained form the KiDS 1000 data release 
see fig. 2 in Asgari et al. 2021 ). The calculations of the weak-
ensing band powers are performed using the PyCosmo framework 
resented in Refregier et al. ( 2018 ). 
Compared to the original analysis from KiDS 1000, we simplify 

he analysis pipeline to some degree. First of all, we assume neutrinos
o be mass-less. While it is known that at least two of the three
eutrino fla v our states ha ve small b ut non-zero mass, it has been
hown by Hildebrandt et al. ( 2020 ) that massive neutrinos only lead
o very minor changes of the posterior contours for the KiDS 450
ata. Second, we use the revised halofit routine from Takahashi 
t al. ( 2012 ) together with the Eisenstein & Hu ( 1998 ) linear transfer
unction instead of the HMcode (Mead et al. 2015 ) combined with
lass (Blas, Lesgourgues & Tram 2011 ). While Joachimi et al. 
 2021 ) have reported a 0.3 σ shift of the S 8 parameter between
Mcode and halofit , we do not find such a large deviation
etween the two cases. Finally, we assume a fixed shift of the galaxy
edshift distribution functions, following the findings of (see their 
able 1 Asgari et al. 2021 ), but we do not add new nuisance parameters
o vary the mean of the redshift distributions (as it is the case in the
tandard KiDS analysis). Our approach accounts for the shift of the 
osterior contours due to errors in the mean tomographic redshift 
stimates, but it does not include the potential broadening of the 
osterior contours that may (or may not) be induced by additional 
uisance parameters. Indeed, Asgari et al. ( 2021 ) showed that shifting
he mean of the redshift distributions back to their default positions
eads to a small shift of S 8 (of order 0.3 σ ), while the size of the error
emains unchanged. We therefore conclude that our approach (of 
ccounting for the shifts of the mean redshift distributions without 
dding five more nuisance parameters) has no significant effect on 
he S 8 posterior contours. 

In Fig. 1 , we plot 200 angular power spectra with varying baryonic
odel parameters (and fixed cosmology to the Planck values) as 

oloured lines. The baryonic parameters have thereby been assigned 
andomly within the prior ranges given by the baryonic emulator of
iri & Schneider ( 2021 , see also Table 1 ). These prior ranges are

elected to be significantly broader than all known results from hy- 
rodynamical simulations. The spread of the coloured lines therefore 
rovides a conserv ati ve estimate for the maximum uncertainty from
aryonic feedback on the weak-lensing signal. Note that in Fig. 1 ,
he observed band power values (black symbols) are plotted together 
ith the predicted angular power spectra (coloured lines). Although 
ot exactly the same, both measures remain within a few per cent
rom each other, a shift that is not visible in the plot. 

.2 X-ray gas and stellar fractions 

s mentioned abo v e, the baryonification model can be used to
eco v er the baryonic suppression of the matter power spectrum based
olely on information about the halo gas profiles (see e.g. Schneider 
t al. 2019 ; Aric ̀o et al. 2021 ; Giri & Schneider 2021 ). For example,
 All other cosmological parameters have a negligible effect on the baryonic 
uppression signal S (as shown in Schneider et al. 2020a ). 

p  

l  

s  

p

t is possible with X-ray data to obtain detailed information about
he gas content within the virial radius of galaxy groups and clusters.
urthermore, X-ray observations can be used to estimate the total halo
ass (with the assumption of hydrostatic equilibrium). Combining 
eak-lensing data with X-ray observations can therefore help to 
rovide information about baryonic effects and lead to improved 
onstraints for cosmological parameters (Schneider et al. 2020b ). 

In this paper, we will use the binned X-ray gas and stellar fractions
resented in Giri & Schneider ( 2021 ). The data are built upon indi-
idual measurements of the gas and stellar content of galaxy groups
nd clusters from various different Refs. (Vikhlinin et al. 2009 ;
onzalez et al. 2013 ; Sanderson et al. 2013 ; Lovisari, Reiprich &
chellenberger 2015 ; Kravtsov, Vikhlinin & Meshcheryakov 2018 ). 
he binned data are shown as black symbols in Fig. 2 with the gas

raction to the left and the stellar fraction to the right. Both fractions
how a clear trend as a function of halo mass ( M 500 ). Galaxy groups
nd small clusters are lacking gas compared to large clusters, where
he gas fraction approaches the mean cosmological fraction f g = 

b / �m 

− f star . For the stellar component, the trend is reversed with
 rising total stellar fraction towards smaller halo masses. 

For the prediction of the X-ray gas and stellar fractions, we use
he stellar, gas, and halo masses of the baryonification model, i.e. 

 χ = 

M χ ( r 500 ) 

(1 + b hse ) M tot ( r 500 ) 
, (10) 

ith χ = { gas , star } and where r 500 is the radius corresponding to a
ean halo density of 500 times the critical density of the universe.

n equation ( 10 ) we have introduced the hydrostatic bias b hse that
ccounts for deviations from hydrostatic equilibrium due to in-falling 
as in the outskirts of haloes. We use b hse as an additional model
arameter assuming a Gaussian prior with a mean of 0.26 and a
tandard deviation of 0.07 (Hurier & Angulo 2018 ). This assumption
s based on an analysis of CMB data and agrees well with other
irect estimates from X-ray and lensing observations (see e.g. fig. 10
n Salvati, Douspis & Aghanim 2018 ). 

The predicted gas and stellar fractions for different baryonic 
arameters (at fixed cosmology) are shown in Fig. 2 as coloured
ines. The model parameters are the same as in Fig. 1 and have been
elected randomly within the prior ranges provided in Table 1 . The
otential of X-ray data to constrain baryonic parameters becomes 
MNRAS 514, 3802–3814 (2022) 
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Figure 2. Gas and stellar fractions assuming a Planck cosmology and randomly selected parameter values for the baryonification model (coloured lines). The 
selected parameters are identical to the ones shown in Fig. 1 , randomly sampling the prior range of the baryonic emulator. The data points correspond to binned 
X-ray and optical measurements from individual galaxy groups and clusters (see Giri & Schneider 2021 ). The mass unit M 500 consists of the estimated X-ray 
mass at the radius r 500 assuming hydrostatic equilibrium. 
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vident when comparing the errors of the data points in Fig. 2 to the
idely spread predictions from the baryonification model. 

.3 Pr ofiles fr om the kSZ effect 

nother promising observable of the gas around haloes arises from
he Sun yaev–Zeldo vich effect (SZ, Sun yaev & Zeldo vich 1970 ,
972 ). The predominant process is the thermal SZ (tSZ), a spectral
istortion of the CMB black-body spectrum due to inverse-Compton
cattering of the CMB photons by the hot free electrons in galaxy
lusters, which is proportional to the integrated electron pressure
long the line of sight. Very recently, Gatti et al. ( 2021 ) and Tr ̈oster
t al. ( 2021 ) have published first result of tSZ measurements cross-
orrelated with weak-lensing data from DES and KiDS , respectively.
he y hav e shown that such cross-correlation studies can be used to
imultaneously constrain cosmology and baryonic feedback param-
ters. 

In this paper, we focus instead on the kSZ effect, consisting of an
pscattering of the CMB photons due to the bulk motion of the free
lectrons in galaxy groups and clusters. This is proportional to the
ntegrated electron momentum along the line of sight therefore if the
elocity is known, it provides a direct measurement of the electron
ensity, as opposed to the tSZ which depends also on the electron
emperature. For this reason, the kSZ effect is a better probe of lower
ensity environments compared to the tSZ and X-ray measurements,
uch as the regions further away from the halo centre and smaller halo
asses. We use kSZ measurements from the Atacama Cosmology
elescope ( ACT ) DR5 and Planck (Amodeo et al. 2021 ; Schaan
t al. 2021 ) obtained for the CMASS galaxy sample from the Baryon
scillation Spectroscopic Surv e y ( BOSS , Ahn et al. 2014 ), having

verage halo mass and redshift of M 200 = 3 × 10 13 M � and z = 0.55.
The kSZ temperature measured within a disc of radius θ around a

alaxy group or cluster is given by the relation 

 kSZ ( θ ) = T CMB 

(v e,r 

c 

)
τgal ( θ ) , (11) 

here τ gal is the Thomson optical depth and v e , r is the free electron
ulk line-of-sight velocity, approximated as v e , r = 1.06 × 10 −3 c
Amodeo et al. 2021 ; Schaan et al. 2021 ). The optical depth is
NRAS 514, 3802–3814 (2022) 
btained via a line-of-sight inte gral o v er the electron number density
rofile, i.e. 

gal ( θ ) = 2 σT 

∫ ∞ 

0 
n e 

(√ 

l 2 + d A ( z) 2 θ2 
)

d l, (12) 

ith σ T being the Thomson scattering cross-section and d A ( z) the
ngular diameter distance. The electron density n e ( r ) is related to the
as profile via 

 e ( r ) = 

( X H 

+ 1) 

2 m amu 
ρgas ( r ) , (13) 

ith the hydrogen mass fraction X H = 0.76 and the atomic mass
nit m amu . Note that the gas profile ρgas ( r ) is directly obtained from
he baryonification model and contains both the one-halo and the
wo-halo term. 

In order to compare the kSZ temperature to observations from
he ACT surv e y, we convolv e equation ( 11 ) with the beam profile

easured at 98 and 150 GHz (called f90 and f150). These beam
rofiles are assumed to be of Gaussian shape (with FWHM = 2.1
nd 1.3 arcmin for f90 and f150, respectively) which has shown to be
 good approximation (see fig. 5 of Schaan et al. 2021 ). Finally, we
mooth the data using a step-like filter function that is 1 within δd ,
1 between δd and 

√ 

2 δd , and 0 otherwise (see eq. 9 of Schaan et al.
021 ). Applying this filter is necessary to reproduce the aperture
hotometry filtering used for the data. 
In Fig. 3 , we show the predicted kSZ profiles assuming a host

alo of M 200 = 3 × 10 13 M � at z = 0.55 (coloured lines). The
ifferent models are characterized by randomly varying parameters
f the baryonification model (at fixed cosmology). They consist of
he same models shown in Figs 1 and 2 , co v ering the full prior range
f the baryonic parameters given in Table 1 (which is a conserv ati ve
stimate for the maximum variation of the baryonic feedback
rocesses). Note that although the kSZ signal is independent of
requency, distinct profiles are measured due to the different beams at
8 GHz (f90) and 150 GHz (f150), shown in the left- and right-hand
anels, respectively. 
The black data points in Fig. 3 show the stacked kSZ sig-

al from the Atacama Cosmology Telescope ( ACT ) at 98 and
50 GHz (Schaan et al. 2021 ). The stacking was performed by cross-

art/stac1493_f2.eps
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Figure 3. Stacked kSZ profiles from ACT at 98 GHz (f90, left-hand panel) and 150 GHz (f150, right-hand panel) at z = 0.55 (black data points). The coloured 
lines correspond to the predicted kSZ profiles for a halo with M 200 = 3 × 10 13 M � assuming a fixed Planck cosmology and randomly varying parameters of 
the baryonification model. The predictions correspond to the same models shown in Figs 1 and 2 , providing a conserv ati ve estimate for the maximum variation 
due to baryonic feedback processes. 
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orrelating the ACT signal with the CMASS galaxy catalogue. The 
orresponding galaxies that appear in both data sets have a mean 
tellar mass of M star ∼ 3 × 10 11 M �, which corresponds to a halo
ass of M 200 ∼ 3 × 10 13 M � assuming the abundance matching 

stimate of Kravtsov et al. ( 2018 ). 
For the inference analysis performed in this paper, note that we 

o not assume a fixed value for the halo mass but we keep M 200 as
 free model parameter (within the prior limits given in Table 1 ).
urthermore, we account for the fact the the error-bars of the stacked
rofiles from ACT are strongly correlated by including the error 
ovariances (see fig. 7 of Schaan et al. 2021 ). 

Fig. 3 shows that the variations in the shape and amplitude of
SZ profiles from different feedback parameters widely exceeds the 
ize of the error-bars from the ACT observations. This illustrates the 
reat potential of kSZ data to provide constraints on the strength of
aryonic feedback. 

 RESULTS  

ased on the data and the theory-pipeline discussed abo v e, we
ow perform an inference analysis using the Markov Chain Monte 
arlo (MCMC) sampling method. We thereby simultaneously vary 
ve cosmological parameters ( �m 

, �b , σ 8 , n s , h 0 ), seven baryonic
arameters ( M c , μ, θ ej , δ, γ , η, ηδ), and one parameter accounting
or intrinsic alignment ( A IA ). Whenever we include X-ray and/or 
SZ data, we furthermore vary the hydrostatic bias parameter ( b hse )
nd/or the halo mass parameter of the kSZ profile ( M 200 ). A list of
ll parameters including their prior ranges are provided in Table 1 . 

As a first step, we produce MCMC samples based only on the
eak-lensing band power from the KiDS -1000 data release (Asgari 

t al. 2021 ). We investigate two scenarios, one where we ignore all
aryonic effects and one where we include the full baryonification 
odel. Note that the former is only added to illustrate the effect

f baryonic feedback on the posterior contours and should not be 
egarded as physically viable scenario. 

As a further step, we combine the weak-lensing band-power data 
ith the mean X-ray cluster gas (and stellar) fractions (Giri & 

chneider 2021 ) and with the stacked kSZ profiles at 98 and 150 GHz
Schaan et al. 2021 ). For these scenarios, we only investigate models
ncluding the full baryonification model, as the data are primarily 
dded to provide further constraints on the baryonic parameters. 

In the following sections, we discuss the outcome of the MCMC
nalyses, focusing first on the baryonic and then on the cosmological
arameters. Finally, we also provide an observation-based estimate 
or the baryonic suppression of the matter power spectrum, and 
e compare it to predictions from the most recent hydrodynamical 

imulations. 

.1 Constraining the baryonification model 

s a first result, we provide constraints for the baryonification model
arameters. In Fig. 4 , the posterior contours from the KiDS -1000
L band-power alone (red) are compared to the contours from the

ombined WL + X-ray + kSZ data set (dark cyan). The results from
he data combinations WL + X-ray and WL + kSZ are shown in
ig. B1 of Appendix B . 
Fig. 4 shows that the WL band-power data alone are unable to

onstrain the baryonic model parameters very well. Only the M c , θ ej ,
nd γ parameters show a slight preference for small values without, 
o we v er, e xcluding larger values either. The other parameters yield
airly flat distributions without preference for any particular value 
ithin the prior ranges. 
Not surprisingly, the combined WL + X-ray + kSZ data vector

eads to stronger constraints on the baryonic parameters. Especially, 
 c , μ, and η are well constrained, while γ and (to a lesser degree) θ ej 

re pushed towards the upper end of the prior range. The remaining
arameters δ and ηδ stay relatively unconstrained, with a slight 
reference for values at the lower end and at the centre of the
rior range, respectively. A comparison with Fig. B1 reveals that 
he constraints on the stellar parameters η and ηδ are entirely driven 
y the X-ray fractions that contain information about the stellar 
bundance in haloes. The posteriors of the gas parameters M c , μ,
nd δ, on the other hand, are a product of combining both X-ray and
SZ data. 
Fig. 4 illustrates the potential of current and future gas observations

o constrain baryonic feedback effects relevant for cosmology. In 
MNRAS 514, 3802–3814 (2022) 
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Figure 4. Posterior contours of the baryonification model parameters at 68 and 95 per cent confidence level. Results based on the weak-lensing (WL) band-power 
data from KiDS 1000 (Asgari et al. 2021 ) are shown in red colour. Results from the combined data set including KiDS 1000 WL data, X-ray gas (and stellar) 
fractions from Giri & Schneider ( 2021 ), and stacked kSZ profiles from ACT (Schaan et al. 2021 ) are shown in dark cyan colour. Posterior contours from the 
WL + X-ray and WL + kSZ data combinations are provided in Fig. B1 . 
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he future, combining e.g. observations from Euclid (Laureijs
t al. 2011 ) with X-ray data from eROSITA (Merloni et al. 2012 )
nd SZ measurements from CMB-S4 (Abazajian et al. 2016 ) will
ake it possible to further decrease the current uncertainties related

o the baryonification model. In Schneider et al. ( 2020b ) it is
hown that combining Euclid weak-lensing observations with X-
ay data from eROSITA will make baryonification model errors
hrink by more than an order of magnitude. As a consequence, we
xpect baryonic nuisance parameters to not substantially degrade
osmological parameter estimates, pro vided e xternal data from X-
ay or the SZ effect are included. 

.2 Constraining cosmological parameters 

rguably the most intriguing result from the recent weak-lensing
urv e ys CFHTLens , KiDS , DES , and HSC is the mild yet persistent
ension with the matter abundance ( �m 

) and clustering amplitude
NRAS 514, 3802–3814 (2022) 
 σ 8 ) measured by the CMB satellite Planck . The tension is usually
uantified in terms of the combined S 8 parameter, defined as 

 8 ≡ σ8 

√ 

�m 

/ 0 . 3 . (14) 

n this section, we investigate the S 8 -tension in connection with the
aryonic suppression effects. 
The left-hand panel of Fig. 5 illustrates the �m 

and S 8 posterior
ontours (at 68 and 95 per cent level) based on the WL band
ower data from KiDS 1000 (Asgari et al. 2021 ). The black
ontours correspond to the case where baryonic effects are ignored
n the prediction pipeline (which means that the baryonic power
uppression function S ≡ 1 at all scales and redshifts). The red
ontours correspond to the model where all seven parameters of
he baryonification model are varied (and marginalized o v er). In
reen we show the contours obtained from the TT, TE, EE + lowE
ata combination of the Planck le gac y analysis (Aghanim et al.
020a ). The plot confirms the tension between the WL shear and the

art/stac1493_f4.eps
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Figure 5. Constraints on the cosmological parameters σ 8 and �m 

(left-hand panel) and on the combined S 8 = σ8 
√ 

�m / 0 . 3 parameter (right-hand panel). The 
black and red posterior contours show results from weak-lensing data alone, assuming no baryonic effects and marginalizing o v er all baryonification parameters. 
Results from the combined analysis including weak-lensing and X-ray gas fraction and kSZ profiles data are again shown in blue and cyan. The green contours 
correspond to CMB estimates from Planck . All posteriors are shown at 68 and 95 per cent confidence level, respectively. 

Figure 6. Posterior distribution of the combined � 8 = σ 8 ( �m 

/0.3) 0.58 parameter which is orthogonal to the �m 

- σ 8 de generac y line. The left- and right-hand 
panels show the maximum likelihoods with 68 per cent errors and the full distributions, respectively. The results based on the WL data alone are shown in grey 
and red (without and with baryonic suppression effect), from the WL + X-ray and WL + kSZ data in blue and cyan, and from WL + X-ray + kSZ in dark cyan. 
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MB measurements highlighted by the KiDS science team in Asgari 
t al. ( 2021 ). It also illustrates the need for a realistic modelling of
aryonic feedback. Including baryonic nuisance parameters leads to 
 broadening of the contours in the S 8 direction, thereby alleviating 
he S 8 -tension with the CMB. 

In the right-hand panel of Fig. 5 we show the �m 

and S 8 
osterior contours for the cases where the WL band-power data 
re combined with observations from X-ray and the kSZ effect. In
lue and cyan we show the results from the WL + X-ray and the
L + kSZ data combination, respectiv ely. The y remain similar to

he results from the WL only case (red), but are slightly shifted in
he direction of the Planck results. The same is true for the full

L + X-ray + kSZ data combination shown by the dark dark-
yan contours. We conclude that, while baryonic feedback visibly 
ffects the posterior contours in the �m 

- S 8 plane, it is unable to
ully solve the S 8 tension. This verdict based on WL shear is in
ualitative agreement with the recent findings from g alaxy–g alaxy 
ensing (Leauthaud et al. 2017 ; Amodeo et al. 2021 ; Lange et al.
021 ). 
The original S 8 parameter defined in equation ( 14 ) is not perfectly
rthogonal to the de generac y trend between the �m 

and σ 8 parame-
ers. A more optimal match is obtained by the parameter 

 8 ≡ σ8 ( �m 

/ 0 . 3 ) α , (15) 

ith best-fitting value α = 0.58 (Asgari et al. 2021 ). For an
pproximate, single-parameter comparison of the tension between 
L shear and the CMB data, it is therefore advisable to use � 8 

nstead of the original S 8 parameter. 
In Fig. 6 , we illustrate the one-dimensional constraints on the � 8 

arameter. While the left-hand panel shows the maximum-likelihood 
alues with error-bars displaying the 68 per cent confidence ranges, 
he right-hand panel provides the full posterior distributions. The 
olours are the same than in the previous plots (WL only results with
nd without baryonic effects in red and black, WL + X-ray results
n blue, WL + kSZ results in cyan, WL + X-ray + kSZ results in
ark cyan, and CMB results in green). 
MNRAS 514, 3802–3814 (2022) 
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Figure 7. Constraints on the baryonic suppression of the matter power spectrum from weak-lensing (WL) alone, WL plus X-ray fractions (X-ray), WL plus 
stacked profiles from the kSZ, and the full data vector WL + X-ray + kSZ (from left to right). All contours are shown at 68 and 95 per cent confidence level. 
Top panels: All cosmological, baryonic, and intrinsic alignment parameters are marginalized o v er. Bottom panels: Only models with a cosmic baryon fraction 
( f b ≡ �b / �m 

) in the range 0.15 < f b < 0.17 are included into the analysis. This range comfortably includes all WMAP and Planck cosmologies and allows for 
a direct comparison with recent hydrodynamical simulations which are all based on either Planck or WMAP (black lines). 
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Assuming Gaussian distributions (which is not an unreasonable
ssumption, see right-hand panel of Fig. 6 ), we apply a simple
easure to quantify the tension between the different data sets given

y | μA − μB | /( σ A + σ B ) 1/2 , where { μA , μB } correspond to the means
nd { σ A , σ B } to the variances of the distributions { A , B } . With this
easure, we find the WL data alone to be in 3.75 σ tension with the
lanck measurement if baryonic effects are ignored. This tension

s reduced to 2.94 σ if baryonic effects are included and marginalized
 v er. F or the WL + X-ray and WL + kSZ data combinations, we
nd a tension of 2.63 σ and 2.57 σ , respectively . Finally , the tension
f the full WL + X-ray + kSZ data set with the CMB observations
rom Planck is also at 2.57 σ . 

The comparison of the � 8 posteriors shows that ignoring baryonic
eedback in the modelling pipeline leads to a bias of about half a
tandard deviation compared to the case where baryonic effects are
ncluded and marginalized o v er. Including additional information
rom X-ray and kSZ observations pushes the distribution towards
odels with strong feedback effects, further reducing the tension
ith Planck by about half a standard deviation. We again conclude

hat, while baryonic feedback models may induce a slight reduction
f the tension between WL shear data and CMB observations, they
annot fully reconcile the two data sets. 

Note again that for the analysis presented abo v e, we use a different
ipeline than the KiDS science team and we therefore obtain slightly
NRAS 514, 3802–3814 (2022) 
ifferent results than Asgari et al. ( 2021 ). A comparison at the level
f the �m 

and S 8 contours is provided in Appendix. A . 

.3 Constraining the matter power spectrum 

n this section, we take a closer look at the baryonic suppression
ignal of the matter power spectrum. While current hydrodynamical
imulations largely agree on the spoon-like shape of this suppression,
here is a considerable scatter between the different predictions
rom simulations (e.g. Chisari et al. 2019 ; Huang et al. 2019 ). The
ifferences are a result of the various feedback implementation and
alibration strategies. 

Giri & Schneider ( 2021 ) have shown that the baryonification
ethod is able to reco v er the power suppression from baryonic

ffects based solely on observed properties of the halo profiles. It is
herefore possible to take advantage of the X-ray, kSZ, and (via the
imber approximation) the WL band power observations to predict

he true amplitude and shape of the baryonic power suppression (a
ethod also suggested in Aric ̀o et al. 2020 ). This information can

hen be used to assess the validity of hydrodynamical simulations or
o exclude biases affecting other cosmological probes based on the
ower spectrum (such as e.g. the galaxy correlation). 
In the top-panels of Fig. 7 we plot the constraints on the baryonic

ower suppression signal at 68 and 95 per cent confidence level. The
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eftmost panel shows the results from the WL band power alone 
red), the second and third panels, respectively, illustrate the results 
rom the combined WL + X-ray (blue) and WL + kSZ (cyan) data
ets, and the rightmost panel corresponds to the combined WL + 

-ray + kSZ data vector (dark cyan). Note that these constraints
nclude uncertainties related to baryonic, intrinsic-alignment, and 
osmological parameters. 

The constraints from the WL band power alone (first top-panel 
f Fig. 7 ) are rather loose. While they hint towards a suppression
f the power spectrum, they do not exclude cases where baryons 
nduce a net boost of power instead of a downturn. Considering
ave-modes below k = 10 h Mpc −1 , the smallest and largest values
f the suppression factor at 95 per cent confidence level are S = 0 . 66
nd S = 1 . 39, respectively. Note that these findings are in qualitative
greement with Yoon & Jee ( 2021 ) 

The combined WL and X-ray data set (second top-panel of Fig. 7 )
eads to a stronger baryonic suppression signal compared to the 

L observations alone. Models with a net power boost (and no 
ign of suppression) can be excluded at 68 (but not at 95) per cent
onfidence. The smallest wave-mode where the baryonic feedback 
ields a suppression beyond one per cent lies between k min = 0.12
nd 2.10 h Mpc −1 . The largest amplitude of the suppression signal 
where S is at its minimum) lies in the range S min = 0 . 77 − 0 . 96.
oth measurements are provided at the 68 per cent confidence level. 
The results based on the combined WL and kSZ data (third top-

anel of Fig. 7 ) are very similar to the WL + X-ray case. Models
ith a net power boost are excluded at the 68 (but not at 95) per cent

evel. The smallest wave-mode where the baryonic suppression signal 
xceeds one per cent lies within the range k min = 0.10–0.61 h Mpc −1 .
he largest amplitude of the suppression signal is constrained to be 
ithin S min = 0 . 72 –0 . 92. As before, these measures correspond to

he 68 per cent confidence level. 
Finally, the rightmost top-panel of Fig. 7 shows the baryonic 

ower suppression from the combined WL + X-ray + kSZ data. 
he resulting signal excludes a net power boost (no suppression) at 
ore than 95 per cent confidence. The amplitude of the suppression
 exceeds one per cent above k min = 0.1–0.45 h Mpc −1 and reaches
 minimum value of S min = 0 . 67 –0 . 88 at k ∼ 7 h Mpc −1 . Both these
umbers are again given at the 68 per cent confidence level. 
For now, we have provided estimates of the baryonic power 

uppression assuming no prior knowledge on cosmology. Fixing 
he cosmological parameters will inevitably reduce the uncertainties 
llustrated in Fig. 7 . This is especially true regarding the cosmic
aryon fraction f b = �b / �m 

, which has been shown to directly affect
he baryonic suppression signal. Other cosmological parameters 
av e a ne gligible effect on the amplitude of the suppression S (see
chneider et al. 2020a ). 
Now we multiply the posterior distribution with a uniform prior of

.15 < f b < 0.17. The prior range is selected so that it comfortably
ncludes the best-fitting cosmologies of WMAP and Planck . This 
llows us to obtain results that can be directly compared to various
ydrodynamical simulations which are all based on either WMAP 
r Planck cosmologies. Note that, in principle, the WL + X-ray 
 kSZ data set could be combined with the full data vector from
lanck (instead of only assuming a CMB-informed prior on f b ).
e refrain from doing so because the internal tension between these 

wo data sets would push the parameter values towards very strong
eedback models potentially biasing our conclusions. 

The resulting estimates for the baryonic power suppression are 
lotted in the bottom-panels of Fig. 7 . As expected, adding a prior
n the cosmic baryon fraction leads to a tightening of the uncertainty
ontours. The effect is most prominent for the WL + X-ray and
he full WL + X-ray + kSZ data combination. The reason for this
ightening is the data from the X-ray gas fractions, which directly
epend on the f b parameter. Once f b is constricted to a narrow
ange, the gas fractions provide much stronger constraints on the 
aryonification model. 
Based on the data shown in the bottom-panels of Fig. 7 , we now

uantify the constraints on the baryonic suppression signal in terms 
f scale and amplitude. For the smallest wave-mode ( k min ) where S 

alls below 0.99, we obtain k min = 0.11–0.32 (0.1–1.2) h Mpc −1 for
L + X-ray, k min = 0.11–0.53 (0.1–2.0) h Mpc −1 for WL + kSZ,

nd k min = 0.11–0.22 (0.1–0.45) h Mpc −1 for WL + X-ray + kSZ
t the 68 (95) per cent confidence lev el. F or the minimum value
f the baryonic suppression signal ( S min ) we get S min = 0 . 73 –0 . 84
0.69–0.88) for WL + X-ray, S min = 0 . 70 –0 . 86 (0.64–0.92) for

L + kSZ, and S min = 0 . 69 –0 . 76 (0.67–0.79) for the combined WL
 X-ray + kSZ data set, again at 68 (95) per cent confidence level.
inally, we notice that the f b -prior on the cosmic baryon fraction has
nly little influence on the results from the WL only case (dark red,
eft-hand panel). While a slight tightening of the contours is visible,
t is not enough to draw conclusions that are significantly different
rom the ones obtained without further assumptions regarding the 
osmic baryon fraction. 

The black lines in the bottom-panels of Fig. 7 correspond to the
redicted baryonic power suppression signal from various hydrody- 
amical simulations. We show the results from OWLS (solid, Schaye 
t al. 2010 ; van Daalen et al. 2011 ), cosmo-OWLS 8.0 and 8.5 (long
ashed and short dashed, Le Brun et al. 2014 ; Mummery et al. 2017 ),
AHAMAS (dotted, McCarthy et al. 2017 ), Illustris (long dash–
otted, Vogelsberger et al. 2014 ), IllustrisTNG (short dash–
otted, Springel et al. 2018 ), EAGLE (long dash–double-dotted, 
chaye et al. 2015 ; Hellwing et al. 2016 ), H-AGN (short dash–
ouble-dotted, Dubois et al. 2014 ; Chisari et al. 2018 ), and Mas-
iveBlackII (long dotted, Khandai et al. 2015 ). All simulations 
xcept Illustris predict a baryonic power suppression signal in 
greement with the WL only data from KiDS . The situation is very
ifferent when compared to the WL + X-ray data set, where the
ower spectra of all simulations except OWLS , cosmo-OWLS , and
AHAMAS lie outside of the 95 per cent confidence region, at least

or some of the wave-modes between 0.1 and 10 h Mpc −1 . Form
he simulations that disagree, all except Illustris show milder 
uppression signals than suggested by the WL + X-ray data. The
est match is obtained by cosmo-OWLS 8.5 which stays within the
8 per cent confidence region over all scales investigated. 
More simulations agree with the analysis based on the less 

onstraining WL + kSZ data set. While the OWLS , cosmo-
WLS , and BAHAMAS power spectra stay within the 68 per cent
onfidence re gion o v er all scales, the majority of simulations stay
ithin the 95 per cent region. Exceptions are EAGLE , H-AGN , and
assiveBlackII that yield a significantly milder suppression 
ignal than suggested by the WL + kSZ data. 

The full WL + X-ray + kSZ data set provides the most stringent
onstraints of the baryonic power suppression signal. Only the 
ower spectrum of the cosmo-OWLS 8.5 simulation remains in 
ull agreement with the data. All other simulations predict power 
pectra that lie outside the 95 per cent confidence range at least for
ertain k -values. 

It is interesting to note that the BAHAMAS simulation (McCarthy 
t al. 2017 ), which has been specifically calibrated to data from X-ray
as fractions, lies outside of the 68 per cent range of the WL + X-ray
ase. We speculate that this could be due to the hydrostatic mass bias
rom Hurier & Angulo ( 2018 ) that has been obtained from CMB
bservations. This direct estimate is somewhat larger than what is 
MNRAS 514, 3802–3814 (2022) 
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ypically found in hydrodynamical simulations and could lead to an
ncrease in amplitude of the baryonic suppression signal. Another
ossibility are resolution effects leading to an artificial increase of
he BAHAMAS results. Such an effect has been reported in van Daalen
t al. ( 2020 ) and could, at least some what, alle viate the discrepancy
own in the bottom panels of Fig. 7 . 

We conclude that the WL band-power data from KiDS 1000 alone
rovide only weak constraining power on the baryonic feedback
ffects. This is in qualitative agreement with previous work (e.g. Fluri
t al. 2019 ; Huang et al. 2021 ; Tr ̈oster et al. 2021 ; Yoon & Jee 2021 ).
 or e xample, Huang et al. ( 2021 ) find that the DES year 1 combined
ith Planck data is able to exclude both the dark-matter-only case

nd the most extreme hydrodynamical simulations ( Illustris
nd cosmo-OWLS 8.5) at the 68 per cent but not the 95 confidence
evel. While these results are slightly more constraining than what
e obtain with the KiDS data, they show that current weak-

ensing surv e ys are not yet capable of clearly distinguishing between
ifferent feedback models. 
The situation is, ho we v er, v ery different when weak-lensing

bservations are combined with data from the X-ray gas fractions
nd kSZ profiles. In this case, we obtain much more constraining
esults that strongly disagree with all simulations featuring mild
aryonic feedback effects (such as EAGLE , IllustrisTNG, H-AGN ,
nd MassiveBlackII ). Note that similar (yet somewhat less
onstraining) results have been reported in Tr ̈oster et al. ( 2021 ). 

Finally, we w ould lik e to note that the results illustrated in
ig. 7 are not only important in the context of weak lensing but
ave consequences for other cosmological studies. They show that
ny cosmological analysis pipeline that relies on the matter power
pectrum abo v e k ∼ 0.1 h Mpc −1 will hav e to account for baryonic
eedback processes. This includes for example spectroscopic and
hotometric galaxy clustering or 21-cm intensity mapping observa-
ions. 

 C O N C L U S I O N S  

n this paper, we carry out an independent analysis of the KiDS -1000
eak lensing (WL) band power measurements and we combine,

or the first time, WL data with observations from X-ray gas (and
tellar) fractions and with stacked gas profiles from the kSZ effect.
e thereby specifically focus on the influence of baryonic feedback

rocesses, which are modelled using the baryonification method and
ssuming seven free parameters. 

There are three main questions we attempt to answer with the
resent paper: (i) how well can we constrain the parameters of the
aryonification model with current data? (ii) what does the data tell
s about the baryonic suppression of the matter power spectrum?
iii) Does a more general prescription for the baryonic effects alter
urrent constraints on cosmological parameters and can it alleviate
he observed S 8 -tension? We are now summarizing the answers to
hese three main questions: 

(i) The baryonification model provides a more versatile and
enerally valid description of baryonic effects compared to what
as been used before (such as in the original KiDS analysis). The
odel contains seven free parameters that can be directly constrained
ith observations, and it is able to reproduce results from a plethora
f different hydrodynamical simulations. We show that the data from
he WL band-power alone are unable to constrain the baryonification
arameters beyond their prior ranges. Combining weak lensing with
-ray and kSZ observations, on the other hand, allows us to put

onstraints on three of the seven baryonic parameters ( M c , μ, η). For
NRAS 514, 3802–3814 (2022) 
wo more parameters, we obtain meaningful trends ( γ , δ), while the
ast two remain largely unconstrained ( θ ej , ηδ). 

(ii) Quantifying the baryon-induced suppression of the matter
ower spectrum ( S) is of interest not only for weak lensing but also
or other cosmological observations. Furthermore, it can be used as
 discriminant of hydrodynamical simulations and their feedback
mplementation schemes. Assuming the full WL + X-ray + kSZ
ata set and restricting the cosmic baryon fraction to f b = 0.15–
.17 (a range that includes both Planck and WMAP cosmologies),
e find the minimum of the baryonic suppression signal to be at
 min = 0 . 67 –0 . 79, which corresponds to a 21–33 per cent baryonic
uppression effect (at 95 per cent confidence lev el). F or the largest
cale (smallest wave mode k min ) where S deviates from unity by more
han one per cent, we find k min = 0.1–0.45 h Mpc −1 (at 95 per cent
onfidence level). This corresponds to a significantly larger scale than
hat is predicted by the majority of hydrodynamical simulations. 
(iii) Baryonic feedback processes affect the clustering strength

nd therefore the observed tension between the KiDS -1000 WL
and power measurements and the CMB data from Planck (often
eferred to as the S 8 -tension). We report the discrepancy between
he two data sets to decrease from 3.8 σ to 2.9 σ when baryonic
uppression effects are included into the analysis. Furthermore, we
nd the external X-ray and kSZ data sets to fa v our strong baryonic
eedback. The combined WL + X-ray + kSZ data vector yields a
emaining tension of 2.6 σ with the data from Planck . We conclude
hat strong baryonic feedback effects may help to alleviate the S 8 
ension without, ho we ver, fully solving it. 

The results from this paper further highlight the importance of
ncluding the effects of baryons into the analysis pipelines of modern

L surv e ys. In the future, we foresee that a combination of WL
bservations with data from X-ray and the SZ effect will allow
s to account for baryonic nuisance parameters without biasing or
ignificantly increasing the errors of cosmological parameters. 
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PPENDI X  A :  C O M PA R I S O N  WI TH  T H E  

R I G I NA L  KIDS ANALYSI S  

hroughout this paper, we use the weak-lensing band power data 
 ector and co variance matrix pro vided by the KiDS -1000 science
eam (Asgari et al. 2021 ). Ho we ver, our analysis pipeline differs
rom the one used in the original KiDS analysis (see discussion
n Section 3 ). Most notably, in order to predict the matter power
pectrum, we rely on the revised halofit method (Takahashi et al.
012 ) instead of the HMcode (Mead et al. 2015 ). Furthermore, our
nitial transfer function is obtained using the Eisenstein & Hu ( 1998 )
tting function (instead of the Boltzmann solver Class ) and we
e glect an y ef fects from massi ve neutrinos. 
Next to the differences in the prediction pipeline, we do not vary the

ame parameters during our MCMC sampling runs. Most notably, we 
se the baryonification model with seven free baryonic parameters 
s opposed to one parameter used by the KiDS team. On the other
and, we abstain from varying any parameters related to the redshift
istribution of the source galaxies. 
In Fig. A1 , we compare the S 8 − �m 

posteriors from this paper
red) with the ones obtained by the KiDS team (brown). Our contours
re broader, extending further towards small and larger values of 
 8 . We speculate this to be an effect of the increased number of
aryonic parameters, which also allows for scenarios featuring a 
aryonic boost (instead of a suppression) of the power spectrum. 
ompared to the posterior from KiDS , our contours are also slightly

hifted downwards. The effect is most visible when focusing on the
8 per cent confidence region. This shift could be a consequence 
f using the revised halofit model instead of HMcode. Indeed, it
as been shown using KiDS 450 data that moving from HMcode
o halofit may lead to a bias on S 8 of up to 0.3 standard deviations
Joachimi et al. 2021 ). 

igure A1. Comparison of the posterior distribution from our analysis (red)
nd the KiDS results (brown). The contours from Planck are shown in
reen for reference. The details about the difference between the two analysis
ipelines are given in the text. 
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PPENDIX  B:  BA R  Y  O N I C  PARAMETER  

O N S T R A I N T S  F RO M  SPECIFIC  DATA  

O M B I NAT I O N S  

n Section 4 , we show the posterior contours of the seven baryonic
arameters using data from the KiDS -1000 WL band power data
lone and from the combined WL + X-ray + kSZ data vector. In
his appendix, we also discuss the intermediate cases, namely the

L + X-ray and the WL + kSZ data combinations. This allows us
o investigate more subtle differences between the results from the
-ray gas (and stellar) fractions, on the one hand, and the stacked
SZ profiles, on the other hand. 
Fig. B1 shows the posterior contours of the baryonification

arameters for the WL only (red), the WL + X-ray (blue), and
he WL + kSZ (cyan) data sets. The WL only case has already been
hown in Fig. 4 and is added here as a reference. 
NRAS 514, 3802–3814 (2022) 

igure B1. Posterior contours of the baryonification model parameters at 68 and 9
lone are shown in red. Results from the combined WL + X-ray and WL + kSZ da
he full WL + X-ray + kSZ data combination are illustrated in Fig. 4 of the main t

his paper has been typeset from a T E 

X/L 

A T E 

X file prepared by the author. 
There are several notable differences between the blue and the
yan posteriors. Most importantly, the M c -parameter, describing
he mass-dependence of the gas profile, is centred around ∼10 12 

 � h −1 in the WL + X-ray and around ∼4 × 10 13 M � h −1 in
he WL + kSZ case. Another slight difference can be observed in
he behaviour of μ, the parameter describing how strongly low-

ass and high-mass haloes differ in their gas profile. While in
he WL + X-ray case, very small values of μ are disfa v oured,
hey are preferred in the WL + kSZ scenario. Finally, there is a
isible difference between the blue and cyan contours of the stellar
arameter η, which is well constrained in the WL + X-ray and
ompletely unconstrained in the WL + kSZ case. This is a direct
onsequence of the stellar fractions that are part of the X-ray data
et. All other parameters shown in Fig. B1 behave similarly in both
ases. 
5 per cent confidence level. Results based on KiDS -1000 weak-lensing data 
ta sets are are shown in blue and c yan, respectiv ely. Posterior contours from 

ext. 
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